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P R E M I U M  B U S I N E S S  S T Y L E S 

dressed for success

In this business edition we have gathered some of our most 
luxurious styles, perfect for business. Whether you choose to go 
all the way with a suit and tie or opt for a more casual business 

style, these styles excel thanks to their top quality, ensuring 
you are dressed for success.
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POLOS  

Our polos are unique - in quality and design.
The Luxury Stretch Series and Pima Polos are 

easily dressed up for business use.

SHIRTS

We are proud of our collection of premium shirts. Made from the 
finest cotton with easy care treatment, they are a perfect match for our 

merino wool knits or your favorite suit.
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BY TEE JAYS

URBAN SWEAT
  

Take it down a notch with this casual urban 
sweatshirt, wear it over your shirt for a more 

understated look.

JACKETS
  

Made from premium materials and with 
attention to detail, these timeless essentials will 

match your business attire perfectly. 

KNITWEAR

Our collection of knitwear holds classic, elegant knitted cardigans  
and sweaters. Made from the finest Italian merino wool, these styles 

will keep you both warm and comfortable all year round. 
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L U X U R Y  C O L L E C T I O N

the polo people

Our luxury polo shirts are made from the finest long-fibre cotton. 
Manufactured in a luxurious mini pique knit – and, for perfect comfort, we have 

added 5% elastane. Available in many different styles and colours.
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If you want that impeccable business 
appearance without wearing a shirt and 

tie, our Luxury Stretch Long Sleeve Polo is 
the perfect choice. Not too dressed up, but 

still extremely presentable.
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Style 1406
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Style 1405

Our Luxury Stretch Polo Shirt is one 
of the most unique polo shirts in 

the industry, with its tailored fit and 
sophisticated 95/5 fabric made from 

ringspun combed cotton with elastane. 
The polo is available in new fashion 

colours and is now being produced in 
organic cotton.
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Womens Luxury Stretch Long Sleeve Polo  |  Style 146

Style 146
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Style 145
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Style 1412

Our polo collection holds a style for every 
taste and every occasion; from everyday 
essentials to our luxury edition; the Long 
Sleeve Fashion Polo with a button-down 

self-fabric collar and elegant cuffs. It is the 
perfect substitute for a shirt, allowing you 
to look sharp while feeling comfortable. 
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Style 1410

Style 1409

An epitome of classic elegance, the polo 
shirt has been a men’s wardrobe stable for 
decades. Originally considered a uniform 
of the preppy, the polo as we know it today 

is extremely versatile.

Our new Luxury Stretch V-neck Polo is an elegant women’s polo shirt  
made from cotton/elastane to ensure perfect comfort and an excellent fit. 
Made with a sporty V-neck, this polo shirt has a vibrant and young feel.
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 D R E S S E D  U P

formel business

Formel business means formal suits for men and skirt suits or trouser suits 
for women. Men should match their suit with a tie, a classic business shirt, 
polished shoes and a nice watch. For women, traditional business calls for 

elegant, heeled shoes (not stilettoes) and tights or hosiery.
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T O N E D  D O W N

business casual

A notch down from traditional business basically means suits can be 
exchanged for the more casual sports jacket for men and a jacket or 

dressy sweater for women, and the dress shirt may be exchanged for a 
casual shirt, turtleneck or even a polo shirt.
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K I N G  O F  S O P H I S T I C A T I O N

ultimate shirts

Nothing says sophistication like a dress shirt. And nothing beats the feeling of 
putting on a crisp, clean and perfectly fitted shirt in the morning. The dress shirt 

is a classic, button-up shirt with a collar and long sleeves, suitable for business 
and formal occasions.
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Style 4021

Style 4020

Our luxury twofold Twill Shirt is the king 
of our dress shirt range. The closely woven 
cotton provides dense opacity, making this 
a smart shirt that will retain its shape and 

look sharp, day in, day out.
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Style 4020
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Our Dress Shirt is strong but lightweight, 
an unsurpassed combination of luxury and 
durability that looks absolutely outstanding 

when worn with a suit. 
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Style 4000
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Style 4001

Take it down a notch and meet our 
version of the iconic Oxford Shirt. It is 
garment washed for a broken-in look 

and feel. The shaped fit with box pleat on 
the back and curved hem offers a classic, 

relaxed look. May be dressed up with a tie 
or worn loose and relaxed.
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T H E  E P I T O M E  O F  E L E G A N C E

classic knitwear

The knitwear collection consists of three styles in classic colours. It is crafted in 
a premium Italian merino wool/acrylic blend, featuring ribbing and a classic 

design for a clean and timeless look.
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A classic knitted sweater crafted in a 
premium Italian merino/acrylic blend.  
Can be worn without a shirt for a more 

casual look.
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Style 6001

Style 6000

The men’s knitwear comes in either a 
V-neck or crew neck to go perfectly with 

our collection of shirts.
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Style 5401
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C O O L  A N D  C L A S S I C

urban sweat

This vintage-inspired crew neck sweatshirt is made from 100% high-quality cotton. 
It is unbrushed, with elastane in the cuffs and hem. Wear it with a shirt and nice 
trousers for work, or dress it down with your favorite ripped jeans after hours.
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Style 5400
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The Urban Sweat is perfect combined with a nice shirt 
- for example our Oxford Shirt. It is easily dressed down by 
removing the shirt, and you are ready to hit your favorite 

afternoon hangout.
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Style 9660
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E S S E N T I A L  O U T E R W E A R

favorite jackets

Our 2020 collection of outerwear features stunning jackets for any occasion. Amongst 
is the Richmond Jacket - characterized by a supreme, long-lasting quality, a shaped 

fit and a slightly aristocratic vibe. The diamond quilted pattern, stylish elbow patches, 
and the detailed collar gives this jacket a sophisticated and classic look. 
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Style 966140
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Cool details like a collar with corduroy, 
elbow patches and brass buttons makes the 

Richmond Jacket outstanding.
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Style 9670
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BY TEE JAYS

The Urban City Jacket is a classic jacket in polished 
soft twill. It is rich in details and has integrated 

functional features such as inside detachable collar 
for wind catching ability.
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*White

*Black

*Dark Grey

Flint Stone

Kit

Stone

Chocolate

Olive

Dark Olive

Forest Green

*Navy

Indigo

Azure

Denim

Light Blue

Wine

Deep Red

Mandarin

NEW

Powder Grey

Rose

Light Pink

Hot Pink

NEW

new 
style

White

Black

Dark Grey

Navy

RoseNEW

Flint Stone

Luxury Stretch 
V-neck Polo

Luxury Stretch Polo

in
 t

r a
n s i t i on to organic

The Luxury Stretch V-neck Polo is an elegant 
women’s polo shirt made from cotton/elastane 
to ensure perfect comfort and an excellent fit. 

Made with a sporty V-neck, this polo shirt 
has a vibrant and young feel and is the perfect 

match for our 1405 polo.

This is simply the ultimate polo shirt, with 
a cotton/elastane fabric that ensures perfect 

comfort and an excellent fitting. The tailored 
fit, the mini pique fabric, and the flat knit 

collar with elastane make our unique stretch 
polo an all-time favorite.

1409 Womens

1405 Mens
145 Womens

1405/145: Weight 215 gsm   Quality 95% ringspun combed cotton – 5% elastane. Mini pique   Size 1405: S-3XL *4-5XL . 145: S-3XL   Colli 25/1 pcs

1409: Weight 215 gsm   Quality 95% ringspun combed organic cotton – 5% elastane. Mini pique   Size S-3XL   Colli 25/1 pcs 

Colours: 145 only

Colours

Colours: 1405 & 145
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Fashion Luxury 
Stretch Polo

White

Black

Denim

Light Blue

Luxury Stretch 
Long Sleeve Polo

The Pima Polo

Black

White

Navy

Dark Grey

Olive
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White

Black

Navy

A contemporary fashion version of our stretch polo 
made with a stand-up, button-down collar. Style 1412 

has long sleeves with slim cuffs for an elegant and 
fashionable look. 

Our luxury polo shirt with long sleeves. Like the  
short-sleeved model it is made from a cotton/elastane 
fabric that gives you excellent comfort and a perfect 
fitting. It features a tailored fit, a mini pique finish, 

and a flat knit collar with elastane, and the sleeves are 
finished with low cut cuffs with elastane.

A stylish, state-of-the-art interlock polo shirt 
in 100% Pima cotton, featuring a slim-fitted 
body. It has a self fabric collar stand finished 
with an elegant placket with antracite pearl 

imitation buttons. 

1410 Mens

1440 Mens
1441 Womens

1412 Mens

1440/1441: Weight 220 gsm   Quality 100% ringspun combed pima cotton    Size 1440: S-3XL · 1441: S-XXL   Colli 25/1 pcs

146/1406/1410/1412: Weight 215 gsm   Quality 95% ringspun combed cotton – 5% elastane. Mini pique   Size S-3XL   Colli 25/1 pcs

Colours

Colours

Colours

146 Womens
1406 Mens
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Luxury Shirt Slim Fit

Luxury Shirt Comfort Fit

Womens Stretch Luxury Shirt

Luxury Shirts
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The Womens Stretch Luxury Shirt is a fitted 
dress shirt with stretch. It has a shaped body 
with elegant pearl buttons. The perfect match 
to our luxury twofold mens Twill Shirt, which 

is the king of our dress shirt range. 

Our Luxury Mens Shirt is strong but 
lightweight, an unsurpassed combination of 

luxury and durability.
4025 Womens

4020 Mens

4021 Mens

 4020/4021: Quality 100% cotton yarn dyed 100/2 twill   Size 4020: S-4XL · 4021: S-XXL   Colli 10/1 pcs

4025: Quality 96% cotton, 4% Lycra® PD Poplin   Size XS-3XL   Colli 10/1 pcs
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Perfect 
Oxford Shirts
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4000 Mens

4001 Womens

Quality 100% cotton garment washed   Size 4000: S-4XL · 4001: XS-3XL   Colli 10/1 pcs

Our version of the iconic Oxford Shirt is 
garment washed for a broken-in look and 
feel. The shaped fit with box pleat on the 

back and curved hem offers a classic, relaxed 
look. May be dressed up with a tie or worn 

loose and relaxed.
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Merino Wool Knitwear

Urban Sweat

Black

Dark Grey

Navy

Light Grey

Black

Heather

Navy

Our high-quality knitwear is crafted in a 
premium Italian merino wool/acrylic blend, 
featuring a ribbing and a classic construction 
for a clean and timeless look. The collection 

consists of three styles in classic colours. 

This vintage-inspired crew neck sweat is 
made in the best 100% cotton quality. It is 
unbrushed with elastane in cuff and hem. 

Wear it with a dress shirt for work, or 
combine it with one of our high quality  
tees – this sweat is fit for any occasion.  

6005 Womens Cardigan

6001 Mens V-neck

5401 Womens

5400 Mens

6000 Mens Crew neck

Colours

Colours

6000/6001/6005: Quality 14 gauge / 50% merino wool – 50% acrylic   Size  6000 & 6001: S-3XL · 6005: S-XXL   Colli 20/1 pcs

5400/5401: Weight 320 gsm   Quality 100% ringspun combed cotton · Heather: 80% cotton – 20% polyester   Size 5400: S-3XL · 5401: XS-XXL   Colli 10/1 pcs48
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Urban City Jacket

Richmond Jacket

Water repellant
Breathable: 3.000 gr

Deep Navy

Hunter Green

new 
style

Black

Water repellent
Breathable

A classic jacket in polished soft twill with 
high quality DuPont™ padding. This jacket 
has integrated functional features such as 
inside detachable collar for wind catching 

ability, adjustable sleeve cuff and inside 
regulation at waist.

The Richmond jacket is characterized by a 
supreme, long-lasting quality, a shaped fit and a 
slightly aristocratic vibe. The diamond quilted 
pattern with lightweight padding, stylish elbow 
patches, and the detailed collar gives this jacket 
a sophisticated and classic look. It’s perfect for a 

day in the countryside or a break in the city.

9670 Mens

9660 Mens

9661 Womens

Colours

Colours

9660/9661: Quality 100% 310T nylon – 100% polyester padding   Size 9660: S-4XL · 9661: S-3XL   Colli 10/1 pcs

9670: Quality 100% polyester twill with 310T polyester lining and DuPont™ padding    Size  S-3XL   Colli 10/1 pcs


